Two case studies of GWAS in sorghum • Highly-associated with population structure (geographic origin and botanical races), so challenging case for GWAS 
Conclusions: Branch length GWAS
• Assuming the goal of GWAS is generate candidate genes worthy of further study...
• Identify candidate genes including homologs of known floral regulators
• Able to detect associations with "rare" alleles
• Global panel with mixed linear models seem to be effective
Mapping grain tannin in sorghum
• Flavonoid pathway is among the best understood in all of plant biology, and well-conserved among plants Parallel evolution may lead to synthetic associations
• Evidence of multiple haplotypes carrying functional polymorphisms for the same gene in sorghum
Conclusions: Tannin GWAS
• Parallel evolution, which aids comparative genomics, is a doubleedged sword for association genomics ✔ Candidates from model plants are very informative ✗ Allelic heterogeneity at key loci likely causes synthetic associations
• Global association panels may only yield Mb-level resolution due to synthetic associations
Routine GWAS?
• Use global panel for:
-First pass mapping of QTL -Characterizing trait distributions relative to population structure
• Design custom regional mapping panels based on trait distributions -Genotyping underway for 1600 additional sorghum landraces Brachi, Morris, and Borevitz 2011 Thank you!
• More on Sorghum BREAD:
-P0184: "A High Resolution Genome-Wide Map of Recombination Rates and Hotspots in Sorghum", Punna Ramu.
-W708: "Genomic Resources for Complex Trait Dissection and Molecular Breeding in Sorghum", Geoffrey Morris.
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